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Abstract—While there is a long history of research on factors 
influencing wilderness recreation visitor experiences, there has 
been little focused research to understand the experiences of users 
visiting wilderness under legislative special provisions or the impact 
of these special provisions on wilderness recreation visitors. There 
are some exceptions. For example, contrasting motorboat user and 
canoeist experiences and their impacts on each other in the Boundary 
Waters Canoe Area Wilderness were topics of research even before 
the Wilderness Act was passed. Livestock grazing in wilderness is a 
particular kind of commercial special provision which impacts visitor 
experiences and has been studied in Colorado wildernesses. River 
floaters in at least one Idaho Wilderness can encounter motorized 
jet boats (a special provision use).We know these are often negative 
encounters for floaters. We commonly approach the jet boat user as 
a nonconforming user and thus a source of the conflict rather than 
trying to understand the experiences they are receiving and how to 
manage encounters to benefit both types of users. Aircraft, a unique 
special provision providing access in a few places in the Lower 48 
and broadly in Alaska, play different roles in experiences in different 
places. Commercial use, though it is sometimes described as a tradi-
tional use of wilderness in the U.S., is actually a special provision in 
the Wilderness Act to the extent necessary for realizing recreational or 
other wilderness purposes. There is not a great deal of evidence that 
non-commercial visitors are influenced negatively by encounters with 
commercial visitors, though commercial and non-commercial user 
experiences are believed to be very different. Some limited research 
has begun to look at combinations of commercial and access special 
provisions (such as Denali visitors who use air taxis to reach remote 
glaciers, or Denali visitors who take a bus on a road bordered by the 
Wilderness). This research describes unique experiences associated 
with wilderness dependent activities that may be only “near wilder-
ness” experiences or experiences that keep wilderness at arm’s length, 
in the process revealing some values of protecting these places as 
wilderness not previously described. 
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Introduction ______________________
 There is a long history of studies to understand some aspects 
of wilderness visitor recreation experiences (Cole and Wil-
liams in press). Hendee and others (1978) described one of 
the central themes of the wilderness movement as a focus on 
solitude experiences offered by unmodified natural settings. 
There has been a great deal of research to understand these 
solitude experiences to assure that managers are protecting them 
in wilderness. Some of that research continues to be replicated 
in 2012, often with a need for place-based guidance to protect 
unique experiences or protect experiences from unique threats. 
Guided by direction within the Wilderness Act to protect 
these places for enjoyment as wilderness, work by pioneer-
ing scientists in the 1960s and 1970s was largely focused on 
exploring the implications of specific terminology (such as, 
opportunities for solitude) within the Wilderness Act to guide 
management decisions (such as, use limits) and monitoring 
(such as, crowding). Understanding how this enjoyment was 
impacted for visitors has been a significant task, particularly 
because people do not generally agree on evaluations of in-
fluences on visits to these places. Some people may have 
specific social characteristics they know they desire, such as 
true solitude or opportunities to interact with their small group 
in relative isolation and natural conditions, and some may be 
more focused on the environmental attributes or activities they 
engage in there (Watson and others 1993).
 Early scientific exploration of wilderness purism and 
wilderness values extended across visitor perceptions of the 
importance of a broad array of attributes. Research to define 
influences on experiences in wilderness focused mostly on 
things that influenced solitude such as crowding, or on visitor 
impacts, such as heavily used campsites, that defined low-
impact concerns and depicted how wilderness was going to 
be different from other public lands places. Hendee and others 
(1978), however, suggested there were many aspects of wil-
derness experiences, including nature appreciation, education, 
freedom, solitude, and simplicity, as well as spiritual, aesthetic, 
and mystical dimensions of a wilderness experience. But the 
only one of these experiences specifically listed in the Wilder-
ness Act was solitude. Hendee and others (1978), in the first 
edition of the Wilderness Management textbook, concluded, 
however, that the listing of solitude, along with primitive and 
unconfined type of recreation in the definition of wilderness 
in Section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act was to help Congress 
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clarify its intent, not as specific requirements for inclusion as 
wilderness. But they also concluded, in 1978, that naturalness 
and solitude were distinguishing qualities of classified wilder-
ness, differentiating it from other public lands. These scientists 
certainly influenced the focus of wilderness experience science 
on solitude as the most important aspect of visitor experiences 
for research and for management strategies. Dawson and Hendee 
(2009), in the fourth edition of the Wilderness Management 
textbook, continue to emphasize solitude and naturalness as 
the defining qualities of wilderness conditions.
 This solitude research manifested itself in studies of crowd-
ing and response to human encounters for many years. By the 
1990s, however, Watson and Williams (1995) emphasized the 
need to look beyond the concept of crowding more to define 
wilderness experiences; there were many things influencing 
visitor experiences and scientists had only recently begun to 
study some of them—at that time, mostly only primitive and 
unconfined aspects of experiences (such as, Shafer and Hammit 
1995). Watson and Williams (1995) demonstrated that while 
wilderness experience research had mostly been studied from 
the perspective of interaction with other wilderness recreation 
and its management, there are many more influences on wil-
derness experiences that need to be understood, monitored 
and managed (Figure 1). This discussion extended to such 
examples as the impact of livestock on wilderness experiences, 
encountering mining or water projects, and “other.” If we 
developed this matrix today, we would probably more likely, 
and more appropriately, lump these examples into legislative 
special provision uses, or legal exceptions. At that time we had 
not developed the interest or a strategy for studying special 
provisions and their role in wilderness experiences. 

 Watson and Williams (1995) concluded that with such a 
broadened perspective of potential influences on wilderness 
experiences, desirable wilderness experiences were yet to be 
defined and agreed upon and, as such, the benefits, meanings and 
values of wilderness and wilderness experiences were poorly 
understood. More research to address a broader range of threats 
to wilderness experiences was encouraged and a significant need 
was evident to extend research beyond “conforming” uses and 
acknowledge there were many things going on in wilderness 
that were not defined within the Wilderness Act definition in 
part 4(c), which prohibited commercial enterprise, permanent 
roads, motor vehicles, motorized equipment, aircraft landing, 
mechanical transport, structures, and installations. These things 
were sometimes allowed as special provisions in specific places 
and likely influenced wilderness experiences substantially. 
 Sometimes referred to as “nonconforming uses,” Section 4(d) 
of the Wilderness Act includes eight special provisions that 
apply to all of the Wilderness designations in 1964 as well as 
all subsequently designated wilderness. Browning and others 
(1988) defined special provisions as “specific guidelines for 
allocation and management based upon unique circumstances 
of local or regional concern.” When included in wilderness 
legislation, special provisions or other specific management 
directions establish legal direction for designation and also 
for management of use of a wilderness (Dawson and Hendee 
2009). 
 The special provision data base on wilderness.net (a web site 
provided by the U.S. federal wilderness management agencies 
through The University of Montana), described by Craig and 
others (2010) provides access to legislative content for several 

Figure 1—A monitoring framework from the early 1990s illustrates the complex set of hypoth-
esized influences on wilderness experiences  (Landres and others 1994, Cole 1994, Watson 
and Williams 1995).
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categories of special provisions or specific management direc-
tions contained in legislation: access, commercial use, general 
administration, motorized/mechanized use, public use and 
facilities, natural and cultural resource management and water 
(see Table 1) or by wilderness area. This data set is simply 
an electronic form of the special provisions collected across 
all legislation, in one place. There is no listing of associated 
research or any visible presentation of information under any 
of these categories to guide interpretation of the legislation 
for managing to protect or enhance visitor experiences in the 
context of special provisions.
 Dawson and Hendee (2009) concluded that legislative intent 
is a complex matter that often requires additional understanding 
about the situations that led to the need for the special provi-
sion in order to make management decisions. Since 1964, and 
passage of the original Wilderness Act, 170 additional laws 
have been passed that set aside more than 700 areas and 107.4 
million acres in forty-four states (Dawson and others 2010). 
These analysts predict that there will be a continuing trend in 
wilderness laws toward omnibus legislation covering more than 
one area, often in individual states, and the inclusion of more 
language to affirm and clarify management direction to address 
local concerns. Congress will likely hold the line, however, 
on proposals for major exceptions and unique provisions in 
wilderness laws or amending the Wilderness Act (Dawson and 
others 2010).

A Process for Incorporating Special 
Provision Intent into Management 
Decisions ________________________
 Watson and others (2004a) argued we should work to under-
stand these special provisions and the people who they serve 
and we should work to both protect these legislated public 
purposes of wilderness outside the definition of Section 4(c) 
of the Wilderness Act and to minimize impacts of these special 
provisions on wilderness use and users that are described in 
Section 4 (c) of the Wilderness Act. Watson and others (2004a) 
acknowledged that while there was very little research on 
special provisions, more than half of our National Wilderness 

Preservation System (NWPS) at that time had entered into the 
system in Alaska under the Alaska National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act (ANILCA), which is itself very much like a 
special provision, and also has many special provisions. This 
analysis provided a foundation for several studies to take an 
open-ended approach to define wilderness experiences that 
were not well defined in the Wilderness Act (such as, Patterson 
and others 1998, Watson and others 2004b, Glaspell and others 
2003, Knotek and others 2007, Watson and others 2008), as 
well as complimentary work in the eastern arctic of Canada 
(Watson and others 2007), in South Africa (Shroyer and others 
2003), and Brazil (Magro and others 2007) to further explore 
place-based wilderness attributes and experiences in other 
cultures.
 Watson and others (2004a) outlined a science process for 
investigating special provisions and then demonstrated that 
process through a series of studies on jet boat users on the 
Main Fork of the Salmon River in Idaho (Table 2). Jet boat use 
preceded wilderness designation of the Frank Church – River 
of No Return Wilderness (FC-RNRW )by the Central Idaho 
Act of 1980 and therefore jet boat use was “provisioned in” at 
a level “…not less than that in existence in 1978.” Although 
the Main Fork of the Salmon River is running through the 
middle of the Frank Church – River of No Return Wilderness, 
it is classified as a Wild and Scenic River with a recreation 
emphasis. The amount of both floater and jet boat use is limited 
during the high use season. In the process described by Wat-
son and others (2004a), incorporating guidance from Meyer 
(1999), the legislative history of this special provision is first 
documented. Meyer described a process for approximating the 
judicial review hierarchy to fully understand legislative intent. 
The content of a statement during legislative negotiation may 
not be as important as where and when it is said. Context is 
everything, so to speak.
 Next, a study that focused on understanding the relation-
ship between jet boat community leaders, the place and the 
activity, was undertaken to develop a baseline understanding 
of the things they would like to have protected about their 
experiences and use, whether they are called for in the special 
provision legislative history specifically, or not. These jet boat 

Table 1 —Categories of special provisions database on wilderness.net (Craig and others 2010)

 Special provision category Examples

Access easements, motorized, tribal

Commercial Use grazing, mining, recreation, timber

General Administration buffer zones, administration, inholdings, 
pre-existing uses/rights

Motorized/Mechanized Use aircraft, motorboats, vehicles

Public Use and Facilities structures, roads, signs, hunting

Natural and Cultural Resource Management fire management, insects, invasives, 
fisheries, monitoring, wildlife management

Water facilities, resources, rights/laws

Watson Wilderness at Arm’s Length: On the Outside Looking in at Special Provisions in Wilderness
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community leaders needed to establish better understanding 
of the standing of their demands, as well as establish common 
ground with federal managers about the things they value 
about this place and activity. Hypotheses were developed 
from this in-depth understanding and a whole set of questions 
were posed to a much larger population (everyone who could 
be identified as ever being on a jet boat on the Salmon River 
inside the FC-RNRW) of visitors in order to understand how 
consistent the important things jet boat association leadership 
perceived were to the larger participating public. And finally, 
as part of a study of floaters, scientists developed knowledge 
about what aspects of jet boat use affect floaters in what ways. 
While managers do not generally have the luxury of this level 
of knowledge about every special provision use in wilderness, 
there is some knowledge about some of these uses and the 
impacts on them and their impacts on other users.
 The purpose of this paper is to briefly describe research 
knowledge accumulated about several special provision uses 
in wilderness. Specific interest is in understanding first if there 
are unique experiences of the participants in these special 
provision activities, whether or not specified in the Wilderness 
Act, but important to protect. Second, what do we know about 
how implementation of these special provisions interacts with 
other attributes of wilderness to influence “conforming” user 
experiences? A third purpose of this paper is to identify im-
portant potential research areas needed to guide management 
decisions better into the future.

Special Provision Case Studies
 Six specific uses that are enabled through special provi-
sions legislation have been studied enough in the wilderness 
context to contribute to development of a common body of 
knowledge. This paper will present some examples of research 
on motorboats, livestock, jet boats, aircraft, ANILCA (with 
its own set of special provisions), and commercial use. While 
there are some studies that have included individual questions 
to assess public opinion about some of these and other special 
provisions, it is difficult to find additional studies or papers 
that contribute collectively to our knowledge on these topics. 

Motorboats
 Lands and water on the Superior National Forest in northern 
Minnesota have been managed for wilderness qualities for a 
long time. Even prior to wilderness designation, Lucas (1964) 
was surveying visitors there to explore differences in percep-
tions of wilderness attributes among motorboat and canoe 
paddlers in what was later designated the Boundary Waters 
Canoe Area Wilderness. Just prior to the initial designation 
of lands and water there as wilderness, 75% of paddlers and 
62% of motorized users were able to describe the “wilderness 
qualities” of their visits there. Motorized boat users, however, 
tolerated heavier use, more roads and more developments within 
their definition of wilderness experiences (Lucas 1964). Lucas 
(1964) also reported that canoeists in the Boundary Waters 
Canoe Area preferred much lower use levels than did motorboat 
users. He also concluded that the level of use people report 
as preferred or tolerable is not independent of the type of use 
involved. Similar to the long standing and replicated research 
at the Boundary Waters Canoe Area that demonstrated asym-
metric conflict between these two groups (such as, Adelman 
and others 1982, Ivy and others 1992, Lucas 1964), it appears 
that these two groups experience and evaluate wilderness at-
tributes at the same place very differently. 
 While there are not many places where motorboats are a 
special provision in wilderness, the Boundary Waters Canoe 
Area Wilderness presents an opportunity for longitudinal 
understanding of this special provision and how it likely 
interacts with wilderness experiences (Lucas 1967, Cole and 
others 1995, Watson 1995, Dvorak and others in press). Visitor 
studies in 1991 and 2007 displayed very different proportions 
of private motorboat users, with a decrease from 11% to 5% 
at the BWCAW. Possibly related, across all users, the propor-
tion fishing decreased from 83% to 77%. The motorized use 
there is mostly connected to fishing. Those indicating fishing 
was a priority for the trip decreased from 47% to 35%. There 
were many changes evident at the BWCAW from studies in 
the 1960s to 2007, including an older group of visitors, slightly 
smaller group sizes and higher education and income levels. 
Trip length demonstrated a slight increase trend for overnight 
visitors. Among the most dramatic changes, however, were 
perceptions of being overcrowded at this, the most heavily 

Table 2—A sequential process for investigating special provisions, used with jet boat use on the 
Main Fork of the Salmon River in Idaho by Watson and others (2004a).

Essential steps to understand special provisions

1. Document and determine legislative intent

2. Develop understanding of the relationship special provision users have with the place and 
the activity (deep meanings) through qualitative studies

3. Develop understanding and test hypotheses with the larger population of special provision 
orientation through quantitative studies

4. Examine impact and causes of that impact on other (conforming) visitor experiences

Wilderness at Arm’s Length: On the Outside Looking in at Special Provisions in Wilderness Watson
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used wilderness in the U.S. In 1969, 73% reported not being 
overcrowded; that level fell to 44% in 1991 and further dropped 
to 38% in 2007. Impacts from encounters with motorboats seem 
to be a fairly small problem at this area and likely decreasing, 
with an historic motorboat use segment in only a couple of 
areas authorized under a special provision.

Cattle/Livestock Grazing
 The Wilderness Act included a special provision that al-
lowed livestock grazing to continue where it existed prior to 
the designation of an area as wilderness. The 1980 Colorado 
Wilderness Act further clarified that livestock grazing could not 
be curtailed because of wilderness designation. In the 1980s, 
more than 35% of U.S. wilderness areas had active commer-
cial grazing rights established (Reed and others 1988), and at 
that time it was predicted that grazing was likely to increase 
as mid and lower elevation BLM roadless areas were added 
to the NWPS. Dawson and others (2010) found 19 wilderness 
designation laws that included similar management direction 
as the Colorado Wilderness Act of 1980, concerning grazing 
activities and facilities on U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of 
Land Management wilderness lands. 
 As early as 1949, scientists were trying to understand 
public attitudes toward grazing in areas publicly protected as 
wilderness (Johnson and others 1997). Well before passage of 
the Wilderness Act, these studies found qualified acceptance 
for grazing as a nonconforming use “only by sufferance and 
with a view to its eventual elimination” (Johnson and others 
1997). Livestock grazing was never suggested as a value or 
use protected by the Wilderness Act, but in fact, has always 
been acknowledged to be nonconforming and a negotiated 
commercial interest compromise in order to protect other 
wilderness attributes of these areas. While livestock grazing 
has been categorized (Craig and others 2010) as a commercial 
special provision, there has been some limited research on 
public response to it more as a nonconforming use than just a 
commercial activity. Encountering cattle in an area protected 

for enjoyment as wilderness is more than just encountering a 
commercial activity, probably due to the widespread physical 
impacts very evident from cattle and sheep.
 Brunson and Steele (1994), for example, found the public 
believed overgrazing and poor water quality due to livestock 
impacts were important problems on public rangelands. A 
majority of the public supported the establishment of more 
rangeland areas as wilderness but did not support livestock 
grazing in established wilderness. In addition to the ecological 
impacts that concerned the public, grazing impacts have been 
found to affect aesthetics perceptions for visitors (Sanderson 
and others 1986).
 Johnson and others (1997) reported from a sample of nearly 
600 visitors to several wildernesses in Colorado that 40% 
considered livestock grazing in wilderness to be unacceptable 
(Table 3). Only 32% could accept grazing in wilderness with 
improved range conditions and responsive adjustments in 
livestock numbers and management methods; the rest either 
thought grazing was okay (11%) or did not have clear posi-
tions on the issues (17%). A majority of the wilderness visitors 
surveyed reported that direct encounters and livestock impacts 
detract from a wilderness experience. Johnson and others (1997) 
also found some specific things about cows that had negative 
impacts on visitor experiences: cows near camp (87% said it 
was negative), manure in camp (88% said it was negative), 
and cows or their impacts near streams (82% said it was nega-
tive). However, the public did identify some things that they 
might enjoy about encountering cows, including calves with 
mothers (18% said it added to the experience), cattle in the 
distance (15% said it added to the experience), and cowboys 
with cattle (16% said it added to the experience). Although 
these are the most positive things about encountering cattle, 
even these things had even higher percentages of visitors who 
considered them a negative impact on experiences (52%, 54%, 
and 47%, respectively). There seems to be nothing about cattle 
grazing in wilderness, except seeing cowboys with cattle, that 
does not detract from the experience of the majority of visitors 
(Johnson and others 1997). 

Table 3—Wilderness visitor agreement with position statements regarding livestock grazing in 
wilderness. (Johnson and others 1997)

  Percent (%) 
 Position statement agree

Grazing in this wilderness, as it is now managed, is acceptable. Numbers of 11 
livestock and grazing fees should be kept at current levels.

Grazing in this wilderness is acceptable as long as management continues to 32 
improve the range condition; protection of streams, lakes, and native flora and  
fauna, and reduces conflicts with other users. Adjustments in livestock numbers  
and management maybe be necessary

Grazing is not an acceptable use of this wilderness. It degrades the land, favors 40 
livestock over wildlife, is not cost-effective, and conflicts with other uses.

I do not know enough about grazing in this wilderness and therefore cannot 17 
make a fair judgment about any of the positions stated above.

Watson Wilderness at Arm’s Length: On the Outside Looking in at Special Provisions in Wilderness
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 Biophysical impacts of grazing were more objectionable 
than were the social impacts of cattle (Johnson and others 
1997). Eighteen per cent of visitors said their experiences were 
interfered with by other visitors (crowding, litter, inappropri-
ate behavior) while 15% reported livestock to be a problem 
with their experience. Nineteen per cent of visitors attributed 
problem resource impacts to people, 17% to livestock. Two-
thirds reported direct encounters with cattle detracted from a 
wilderness experience. But they also reported that their wil-
derness experiences were negatively impacted by encounters 
with outfitters (65%), cowboys with cattle (63%), other visitors 
(54%), horses or mules (51%), and dogs (48%). The cows have 
never seemed to mind the recreation visitors, though ranchers 
are sometimes nervous about potential impacts to grazing areas 
from potential increases in recreation users due to designation 
of areas as wilderness.

Jet Boats
 A special provision that did not include regular motorboats 
or jet ski use on the Salmon River, did make a provision for jet 
boats. Rafters on the Main Fork of the Salmon River, floating 
through the heart of the Frank Church – River of No Return 
Wilderness (FC-RNRW), were asked hypothetically about their 
likely response to the number of jet boats they might see. The 
number of jet boats to be seen was ranked seventh in whether 
it would matter to their wilderness experience, behind human 
waste, litter, tree damage, number of wild animals seen, groups 
camping within sight or sound, and human caused vegetation 
loss they encountered. The number of delays to their downriver 

trips caused by jet boaters (while coming up through rapids 
or passing rafts) was tenth, immediately after the size of float 
parties seen, and amount of time spent within sight of floaters 
while moving down the river (Hunger and others 1999).
 When asked about problems they had on their specific trips, 
however, jet boat encounters was ranked first, followed by 
number of modern structures and low-flying aircraft. Overall, 
Main Fork floaters desired visitor experiences centered on 
perceived naturalness (getting away from crowds, feeling a 
part of nature, experiencing peace and tranquility, escaping 
noise, leisure, seeing wildlife). This was more important than 
personal wilderness challenges, health and spirituality, historical 
and cultural influences, but not higher than being with friends. 
For jet boaters, 66% also indicated they enjoy solitude while 
jet boating, although 52% indicated the number of other people 
they meet on the river is not important to the experience they 
have, 70% said the number of structures they might see is not 
important and 85 percent said their experience is not influenced 
by seeing small aircraft flying overhead. Of these jet boat users, 
85% think of this time as an important family experience and 
98% consider it important or very important to protect access 
to this activity at this place for future generations. Seventy-nine 
percent agreed that their experience while jet boating on the 
river was the same as the experience of nonmotorized floaters 
and 76% thought it was the same as those riding horses. Only 
33% would go on the river if they couldn’t go on jet boats, 
however. Some people might interpret special provisions like 
this one as creating “exceptions” to true wilderness, whereas 
others, like these jet boaters, interpret them as means of accom-
modating different orientations toward wilderness (Table 4). 

Table 4—Propositions generated from in-depth interviews of jet boat association leadership and tested through 
quantitative survey of jet boat community.

Propositions:

 1. Being close to nature is important to jet boaters.

 2. Opportunities to experience solitude in a remote setting is valued by jet boaters.

 3. Jet boating is a family experience, or an opportunity to pass on important values to others.

 4. Jet boaters exhibit strong attachment to place, or opportunities to spend time in the Salmon River 
Canyon is important to them (they have a strong personal history, are deeply involved).

 5. Jet boating is challenging, with a certain amount of risk as in any whitewater activity, and current 
regulations influence the perception of safety by limiting the ability of boaters to travel in groups.

 6. Jet boats are consistent with wilderness and wild and scenic values to jet boaters.

 7. Jet boaters appreciate the cultural history of the river corridor.

 8. Jet boaters perceive some other users as having unrealistic expectations about their journeys along 
the Salmon River.

 9. River planning should be addressed from a regional perspective, not river by river.

 10. Jet boaters believe that environmentally responsible behavior by all users is important in order to 
protect the resource.

 11. It is important to teach river etiquette to all users.

 12. Jet boaters believe in “responsible shared use” – fair, equitable access to the resource and opportu-
nity for growth with other user groups.

Wilderness at Arm’s Length: On the Outside Looking in at Special Provisions in Wilderness Watson
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 The Central Idaho Act of 1980 was silent on the nature of the 
experience to be provided to these jet boaters. Research on jet 
boaters, however, focused on understanding user experiences 
and relationships to place (Watson and others 2004a). On the 
one hand, results suggest that jet boaters seek traditional wilder-
ness values, but on the other, it reveals apparent contradictions. 
However, rather than reflecting a unique situation, these sorts 
of contradictions or tensions are evident among other wilder-
ness uses at other places as well (Glaspell 2002).

Aircraft
 The Wilderness Act states that “..within wilderness areas 
designated by this Act the use of aircraft or motorboats 
where these practices have already become established may 
be permitted to continue subject to such restrictions as the 
Secretary of Agriculture deems desirable” (section 4(d)1). 
Three wildernesses outside of Alaska have active airstrips, in 
Montana and Idaho (Meyer 1999). These provisions provide 
access for hunting, fishing, boating, wilderness administration 
and scientific research. In addition, touchdowns, where pilots 
land on backcountry airstrips for the challenge of the landing 
rather than for access to the wilderness, are popular among 
some pilots. 
 In 1999 the FC-RNRW had 31 operational airstrips within 
its boundaries, 12 on federal land. “The sights and sounds of 
aircraft operating at or near landing strips and the noise of low 
level overflights probably disturb the quiet of the wilderness, 
and aircraft activities have the potential to affect wildlife spe-
cies, particularly those at landing sites located on or near key 
wildlife habitat” (USDA Forest Service 1998:1-37). In the 
FC-RNRW, jet boaters were not bothered by overflghts. On 

the Middle Fork, private boaters, however, rated low flying 
aircraft as a big problem for 29% of the people, while only 
5% of commercial boaters rated them a big problem. 
 There have been no known studies specifically focused on 
the experience motivations of wilderness pilots or aircraft 
passengers in the lower 48 wildernesses, though some studies 
in Alaska have touched on this topic. In Alaska, these special 
provisions provide access for flightseers that might touch down 
in Wilderness or not, glacier landings in remote locations, 
private recreation pilots, subsistence users, and commercial 
flight access for backpackers, rafters, and hunters and anglers. 
Aircraft access is a large part of access to remote locations in 
Alaska. 
 Fidell and others (1996) suggested that the prevalence of 
aircraft noise-induced annoyance (in any degree) among 
respondents in several wilderness areas ranged from 5% to 
32%. So, annoyance of people and how that might interact 
with wilderness experiences is still unclear, but Tarrant and 
others (1995) suggested that overflights have a greater effect 
on visitor solitude and tranquility than on annoyance—that 
whatever the annoyance level might be, impacts on solitude 
experiences is much higher.

Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation 
Act (ANILCA)
 Watson and others (2004b), in an attempt to illustrate unique 
aspects of wilderness experiences in Alaska, cited one student 
at the University of Alaska – Anchorage, who commented that 
“In the Lower 48, if you can drive there it isn’t wilderness, 
you have to walk. In Alaska if you can walk there it isn’t 
wilderness, you have to fly” (Figure 2). Another quote from a 

Figure 2--One Alaska student commented “In the Lower 48, if you can drive there it 
isn’t wilderness, you have to walk. In Alaska, if you can walk there it isn’t wilderness, 
you have to fly” (Watson and others 2004). US Forest Service photo.
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different student trying to express perceptions of unique aspects 
of Alaska wilderness was “In the lower 48 the wilderness is 
surrounded by development, in Alaska the development is sur-
rounded by wilderness, and that is surrounded by wilderness.” 
Both of these quotes are intended to help people understand 
that while the Wilderness Act was mostly aimed at protecting 
threatened lands in the continental 48 states, there is tremen-
dous wild country in Alaska, some of which is protected and 
some of which is not. When the Alaska National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act (ANILCA) was passed in 1980, establishing 
over 50 million acres of wilderness protection in Alaska, not 
only was the geography different, but the relationships people 
have with these places were different, too. ANILCA acknowl-
edged these differences by providing for motorized access, 
subsistence benefits and some continued mineral extraction 
and other commercial uses. 
 In recent years, several studies have tried to capture some 
of the unique aspects of wilderness experiences in Alaska (for 
example Glaspell and others 2003, Watson and others 2004b) 
and in some cases some of these special provisions have been 
found to be especially important parts of the experiences. For 
instance, at Gates of the Arctic National Park and Preserve, 
“access” and “risk and uncertainty” were found to be important 
dimensions of current park experiences that managers may 
find unique enough to try to protect. In fact, these dimensions 
may represent what is most unique about the experience op-
portunities at Gates of the Arctic (Glaspell and others 2003). 
 While these proceedings are intentionally focused on 
recreation visitors to wilderness, it is the intent of this paper 
to explore research conducted on the experiences of people 
engaged in these special provision activities. In Alaska, sub-
sistence users are not only Alaska Native people, but rural 
people following a traditional path of survival and rela-
tionships with nature (see for example Collins and Collins 
2005, Whiting 2004). Whiting (2004), in particular, describes 
data obtained from active hunting and gathering families in the 
Western Arctic of Alaska that suggests their experiences, while 
in federal wilderness (or any other areas where they engage 
in traditional hunting and gathering activities), are centered 
on identity, traditional way of life, survival, opportunities for 
personal growth, expression of humility, maintaining mental 
and physical health, and expression of independence associated 
with self-sufficiency. While other segments of society may 
also attribute some of these meanings to wilderness, they are 
not terms used within the Wilderness Act and management to 
protect these benefits is not commonly prescribed.
 The things they suggest impact these experiences are some-
times more unique to federal protected lands, such as agency 
restrictions and regulations—the National Park Service not 
understanding the Qikiktagrugmiut “way of life,” their per-
ception of competition with the National Park Service for 
land in-holdings, trash, lack of respect shown by outsiders, 
NPS employees camping nearby when native people are on 
the land, airplanes, sport hunting, and the increasing number 
of visitors to these areas. But they also acknowledge threats 
to their experiences from modern technology, global warm-
ing, and their own lack of teaching land ethics to their young 

people. Research on wilderness visitor experiences in Alaska 
has mostly been separate from management of subsistence 
use and users. More recent examples, however, suggest the 
value of combining these purposes, though with sometimes 
different methodologies, to explore the interaction between 
these two very different orientations with wilderness and other 
wild places in Alaska (see for instance Christensen and others 
2006).

Commercial Use
 In the Wilderness Act, section 4(c) states “Except as specifi-
cally provided for in this Act, and subject to existing private 
rights, there shall be no commercial enterprise … within any 
wilderness area designated by this Act..” But in section 4(d), 
among the special provisions listed is item 6: “commercial 
services may be performed within the wilderness areas des-
ignated by this Act to the extent necessary for activities which 
are proper for realizing the recreational or other wilderness 
purposes of the areas.” Dawson and Hendee (2009, p. 360) 
suggest that outfitting in some areas has drawn criticism for 
stressing comfort, convenience, and excessive facilities and 
technology that conflict with wilderness values, though they 
also describe commercial outfitting not as a special provision, 
but as “…a traditional use of wilderness permitted by the Wil-
derness Act and encouraged by wilderness managers in some 
areas..” In many areas, these commercial activities can be 
seen as both protecting traditional American wilderness values 
and being allowed under special provisions to accommodate 
existing uses and potentially impacting Wilderness values of 
other, non-commercial visitors.
 Nationwide, the wilderness outfitting business is believed 
to be responding to the need for wilderness use that is light on 
the land, leaving no trace of use, and responsive to wilderness 
values and other users (Dawson and Hendee 2009). Some 
outfitters and some wilderness areas reflect this trend more 
than others. Outfitters can serve as educators of wilderness 
users to enhance visitor experiences and to promote wilderness 
stewardship. But there is suspicion that commercial visitors 
are very different people than private users. They may be there 
for different reasons and evaluate impacts on their experiences 
very differently.
 Research at the FC-RNRW found that commercial floaters 
were about the same age as private floaters, but come from 
much more urban areas now, grew up in more urban areas, have 
much higher education levels, tremendously higher incomes, 
much less experience on the Salmon River, much less experi-
ence on any river, lower experience with commercial guides, 
far fewer trips where they guided their own boat and many 
less years since their first overnight float trip. They were more 
likely to self-evaluate themselves as beginner or novice (71%) 
rather than as intermediate or advanced or expert, to float in 
substantially larger groups and take shorter trips (Hunger et 
al. 1999) (Table 5). Commercial boaters were more likely to 
report fewer larger groups seen, more time within sight of other 
float parties and less time delayed at major rapids. They were 
less observant of modern structures each day, less observant of 
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low-flying aircraft. They noticed less human-caused vegetation 
loss and bare ground at campsites, saw less human-damaged 
trees at campsites, and less litter, though it is difficult to believe 
they are really exposed to less of these things than private boat-
ers. More likely, due to less experience and the dependence on 
guides to tell them what to do and how to evaluate what they 
see, they simply do not focus on the same things as private 
floaters. 
 It is easy to conclude that these commercial users, probably 
due to less experience and a much more casual relationship with 
wilderness and this river, have very different experiences when 
they encounter the same attributes as non-commercial visitors. 
But since their experiences are different, their attitudes toward 
management options are also different. Commercial users are 
much more likely to say number of people seen each day is 
not a problem. They say that camping within sight or sound 
of another party was not a problem, report less of a problem 
arising from human-caused vegetative loss and bare ground 
at camps, the number of modern structures seen, the amount 
of litter seen daily and the number of low-flying aircraft seen 
(Table 6). They are also much less supportive of reducing the 
allowable number of people per party or most other regulations 
aimed at protecting the wilderness character of this river. 
 Commercial user experiences as something we need to protect 
or as a specific influence on wilderness experiences (either 
of the outfitted or the guided or the effect of these outfitted 
or guided on noncommercial visitors) has not been explored 
nearly enough. Determining methods of judging “the extent 

necessary” is a high priority in wilderness management at 
the current time. Cable and Watson (1998) determined there 
were many proposed models for commercial use allocation 
decision-making, but very few are articulated well and many 
are not tested at all. 
 While commercial users and guided visitors to wilderness 
have not been studied extensively, there is a considerable 
literature on the role of guides in commercial ecotourism. 
Ecotourism is a subset of nature-based tourism with focus on 
raising awareness of the environment and its natural and cul-
tural values. Guided ecotourism is often successful at gaining 
understanding about the environment for visitors and motivating 
visitors towards environmentally responsible behaviors (Haig 
and McIntyre 2002). While there are examples of studies that 
show a benefit of having guides to protecting the resource 
(Boren and others 2009), there is a large gap in the literature 
about the role of tour operators in protected area management, 
in terms of accomplishment of visitor management and resource 
protection objectives (Armstrong and Weiler 2010). In recent 
analyses of the role of tour guides, however, it is believed the 
potential contributions of their work can be described in four 
ways: instrumental (reaching their destination with safety and 
providing access), social (responding to tourist preferences to 
increase trip satisfaction), interactionary (promoting interaction 
between tourists and the environment) and communicative 
(instructing on what to see and how to behave) (Reisinger 
and Steiner 2008). Different types of guides tend to focus on 
different roles, but the aim generally is to produce mindful 

Table 5—Launch-point survey results comparing characteristics of private and commercial floaters on the Salmon 
River, Frank Church – River of No Return Wilderness (Hunger and others 1999).

  Private Commercial
 Characteristics floaters clients

Age (average years) a 41.9 42.9

Grew up in major metropolitan center of over one million people (%) b 12.0 21.7

Now live in major metropolitan center of over 1 million people (%) b 11.5 26.5

Educational achievement equip. to Ph.D. (%) a 13.8 20.6

Household income above $100,000/year (%) b 14.0 43.4

Previous overnight float trips on any segment of the Salmon River (average) a 5.1 .5

Previous overnight float trips on any river (average) a 27.4 3.9

Previous trips with a commercial guide (average) a 5.8 2.4

Previous trips where you guided your own boat (average) a 33.5 4.0

Years since first overnight float trip (average) a 12.2 5.8

Self-evaluation of river-running skills b  
 a. Beginner or Novice (%) 33.6 71.0
 b. Intermediate or Advanced (%) 53.7 28.1
 c. Expert (%) 12.8 .8

Float party size (average) a 12.0 16.0

Length of trip in days (average) a 6.5 5.6
a means were significantly different for the two groups at p<.05 (Student t-test)
bDistributions of responses were significantly different for the two groups at p<.05(Chi-square analysis)
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Table 6—Take-out survey results indicating problems for private and commercial floaters on the Salmon River, Frank 
Church – River of No Return Wilderness (Hunger et al. 1999).

  Private floater Commercial client
 Potential Problem no problem (%) no problem (%)

Number of people seen each day* 46.0 65.3

Amount of time within sight of other float parties 41.9 54.2

Number of times delayed at rapids by other float parties 78.4 79.2

Number of float parties that pass campsite 61.6 75.8

Camping within sight or sound of another party* 75.6 89.0

The amount of human-caused vegetative loss and bare ground at camps* 39.5 59.7

The amount of trees around a campsite damaged by people 54.8 68.6

The number of modern structures seen* 44.4 58.5

The amount of litter seen daily* 46.8 75.8

The number of low-flying aircraft seen* 46.8 56.7

Encountering human waste 68.5 80.7

*Distributions are different for the two groups

visitors (Reisinger and Steiner 2008), with higher satisfaction 
achieved on nature-based trips and greater support for protected 
area objectives.
 For some time, the Forest Service has had a priority of better 
management of commercial uses in wilderness, but research 
topics have been difficult to define and resources hard to as-
semble. Recent interactions with wilderness-oriented mem-
bership associations have suggested that our managers must 
come up with better ways to evaluate “extent necessary” and 
consciously weigh benefits of wilderness special provision 
management alternatives for decision making.

 Very closely related, recent research at Denali National 
Park and Preserve on commercial use has investigated the 
experiences of two kinds of primarily commercial users. Both 
have complex relationships with access provisions. At Denali, 
Hallo and Manning (2010) have described the near-wilderness 
experience of visitors who pay to ride a Park bus, a commer-
cial bus, or drive their own recreation motorhomes along the 
90 mile stretch of Denali Park Road (Figure 3). While nearly 
2 million acres of Denali National Park are designated as 
wilderness, this 300-foot-wide corridor is excluded from this 
designation. The vast majority of visitors who venture beyond 

Figure 3—The vast majority of visitors to Denali National Park and Preserve who see the 
wilderness see it from the park road, most on a commercial bus. US Forest Service photo.
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Table 7—Terminology used to describe wilderness-dependent experiences for 
access/commercial special provision users in Denali National Park 
& Preserve.

 Qualitative research interpretation Source

On the outside looking in Watson and others (2008)

Wilderness at arm’s length Watson and others (2008)

Near-wilderness Hallo and Manning (2010)

On the edge peering in Hallo and Manning (2010)

Wilderness dependent Watson and others (2008)

Unconventional type of wilderness experience Hallo and Manning (2010)

the visitor center to actually see the wilderness of the park, 
see it from this road. Even most visitors who backpack, first 
travel to their trailhead via the park bus system. Well over half 
of the road users affirmed a feeling of being in the wilderness 
while traveling or stopping along this road. They described 
the road as surrounded by a vast, natural landscape. There was 
not much traffic or use along the road, few buildings and lots 
of wildlife while on the road. The wilderness dependency of 
experiences here are obvious, even though Hallo and Manning 
(2010) differentiated it from a normal wilderness recreation 
visitor experience as “on the edge, peering in.” 
 Similarly, Watson and others (2008) studied commercial 
customers of air taxi operators at Denali. These flights were 
over very remote parts of the park, including wilderness, and 
landed at backcountry locations, managed under ANILCA for 
their wilderness recreation values. They found that gaining 
perspective of one’s size and scale relative to their environment, 
seeing climbers, and landing on a glacier were among some 
of the potential factors important to flightseers’ experiences. 
Again, while these experiences were not the typical, self-
sufficient, self-reliant visits of many wilderness visitors, they 
were very dependent upon the wilderness resource. In this case, 
Watson and others (2008) described this wilderness dependent 
experience as “on the outside looking in” or “wilderness at 
arm’s length,” to differentiate it from other types of wilderness 
experiences, but emphasizing the wilderness dependency of 
the experience (Table 7). Fortunately, both of these studies 
were able to discover many of the things that influence these 
experiences, besides wilderness dependency. Hallo and Man-
ning (2010) advocate for more research and better knowledge 
about the perceived but authentic wilderness experiences that 
many visitors receive in these near-wilderness provisions. 

Conclusions ______________________
 Special provisions sometimes facilitate wilderness-depen-
dent, wilderness recreation, or near-wilderness experiences, 
though not exactly the wilderness experiences most specifically 
prescribed in the Wilderness Act. However, many activities 
allowed through special provision terminology in legislation 
are in contrast to the activities described in the Wilderness Act 

and do not conform to the purposes of this Act. Some non-
conforming wilderness dependent activities and experiences 
are occurring outside the boundaries of officially protected 
wilderness. Most wilderness special provisions have negative 
impact on conforming wilderness recreation visitor experi-
ences, sometimes the largest impact of things they encounter 
on wilderness trips. Recent research illustrates that the cu-
mulative number of wilderness laws with special provisions 
or management directions is relatively high and management 
direction and special provisions tend to repeat themselves in 
subsequent legislation. It is unlikely that radically different 
exceptions, or special provisions, are going to be supported 
for legislative approval, however. 
 There was some increase in interest in exploring special pro-
visions and conflict implications for wilderness experiences in 
the 1990s, but that has come to fruition in only isolated studies 
without a clear strategy or support for coordinated addressing of 
major questions identified. Probably the most visible application 
has been to initiate new research as part of a large initiative in 
Alaska. Coordinated international projects were also initiated 
to try to understand experience dimensions and influences on 
experiences on lands that were created to protect wilderness 
experiences or provide opportunities for wilderness recreation 
activities. In both Alaska and in other countries, either special 
provisions allow non-conforming uses, or commercial services 
somehow mediate the wilderness experience to such an extent 
that it does not meet the true purpose of wilderness visitation 
as “enjoyment of wilderness as wilderness” as described in 
the U.S. Wilderness Act.
 There are a high number of experiences, however, that have 
been defined as wilderness dependent, or near wilderness, 
or wilderness recreation experiences that warrant protection 
and could even be among the most unique aspects of visits 
to some places. The impacts of these wilderness dependent 
experiences that are mediated by commercial services, or 
other special provisions, on other users, however, continue to 
challenge managers. A vocal wilderness constituency often 
expresses concern that management of these special provi-
sions, particularly commercial outfitting and guiding, is not 
evaluated on the basis of their impact to the resource or other 
visitor experiences and these voices from the wilderness are 
being heard in louder calls for action.
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 There is need for advanced research to determine in great 
detail how guided services are influencing the experiences 
of customers who choose to visit wilderness on these trips. 
By further contrasting the experiences of commercial and 
non-commercial visitors we can better understand the extent 
these services are necessary. This decision could focus on the 
instrumental purposes of commercial activity (how many people 
could not get to their destinations or could not get there safely, 
without guided assistance). It could focus on the extent the social 
component of commercial activities is necessary (determine the 
role of guides in creating more enjoyable or satisfactory trips). 
It could focus on the extent commercial services create more 
close relationships between the visitors and the environment, 
or it could evaluate all aspects of communication including the 
values of developing an itinerary, giving out correct informa-
tion, and helping the visitor understand what they have seen. 
In addition, we must have a better understanding of the relative 
influence commercial use has on the experiences of conform-
ing users. Just because special provisions in legislation may 
prescribe continued use of a certain nonconforming type, as a 
negotiated exception to achieve wilderness designation, it does 
not mean that these uses cannot be managed in ways to reduce 
their negative impact on other users or even increase wilder-
ness benefits of their own visits. The overall public purpose 
of these places is still related to those benefits associated with 
wilderness and focus must stay on achieving these purposes.
 At the 9th World Wilderness Congress in Mexico (Martin 
2010), there was a continued, growing trend towards discus-
sion and support for extending wilderness protection to marine 
ecosystems. While some limited marine areas are protected in 
combination with adjacent terrestrial zones, true wilderness 
protection is only now coming to the top of the discussion 
list. A concept paper has been developed cooperatively be-
tween the U.S., Canada and Mexico that offers justification 
for such designation and protection, defines the benefits and 
threats to be addressed, and begins to address specific aspects 
of uses, attributes, restoration and complimentary issues of 
high importance for decisions. While past analysis of special 
provisions suggest that extension of special provisions beyond 
their current types is likely limited, this example of protection 
of wilderness in this very fluid environment may challenge 
that expectation. Whether some uses on the surface might be 
excepted from exclusion through special provisions, whether 
some uses in the water column or the undersea surface might 
be allowed due to limitations on access, past use or commercial 
influences remains to be seen. But a coherent science approach 
to contribute to the discussion of what is to be protected, from 
what and why is absolutely essential at the earliest possible 
stage of designation discussions and policy formation.
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